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D.pharm 2nd year  Pharmaceutics –II

“Solve this question bank as an assignment”

Question bank 
( Prescription)

Q1. One word question :-
1) A  prescription  is  a  written  order  from  a

_________or other ____________to a pharmacist.

2)  The  symbol  ___________  is  written  before
prescribing medication.

3)  Subscription  is  the  part  of  a  prescription  which
contains _____________ to the pharmacist

4)  A pharmacist must check the possible sources of
errors which may take place due to____________,
_____________, and __________.

5) Label  on  the  preparation  is  link  between  the
__________ and the .

6) One microlitre means___________ litre.

7) One  nanogram means ___________ microgram.

8) Density  is  mass  per  unit  ____________  of  a
substance.



9) One milligram means _____________ microgram.

10) 100  proof  spirit  contains  _____________
alcohol.

Q2. Short question:
1)Write  the  English  translation  of  the  following

latin terms:
i. Agita

ii. Ante cibos
iii. Bis in die
iv. E. Lacte
v. Mittee tales.

vi. Post cibos.
vii. Collyrium

viii. Cochleare minimum
ix. Auristille
x. Denture tales doses

2) Write  the  English translation of  the  following
abbreviation:
(i)Caps    (ii)b.i.d   (iii)a.c.,  (iv)coch.Mag.
(v)ex.aq         (vi)i.c        (vii)p.r.n  (viii)q.i.d 
(ix)Tab.          (x)t.i.d

3)What does a symbol RX mean ?
4)Define prescription.
5)What are various parts of a prescription ? enlist

them.



6)What is the signification of putting  date on the
prescription.

7)Find out the proof spirit of an elixir containing
45% v/v alcohol.

8)How many gm of solid required to prepare 500ml
of a 1 in 400 solution?

9)How  does a pharmacist receive a prescription ?
10) Draw a typical format to label a prescription?

      Q3. Long  question :

1)What  are  the  precaution  to  be  taken  by  a
pharmacist to avoid possibilities of errors while
dispensing a prescription?

2)Briefly discuss different  parts of  a prescription
with their significance?

3)Give a  proper  way of  receiving,  reading and
checking of a prescription.

4)Briefly  discuss  different  operational  aspects
compounding of a prescription.

5)Give a  proper  way of  receiving,  reading and
checking of a prescription.

6)Discuss filling and delivery of the prescription. 
 


